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a b s t r a c t

The aim of this paper is to study the possibility to obtain an efficient downconverting waveguide which
combines the quantum cutting properties of Tb3þ/Yb3þ codoped materials with the optical sensitizing
effects provided by silver doping. The preparation of 70SiO2e30HfO2 glass and glass-ceramic waveguides
by sol-gel route, followed by Ag doping by immersion in molten salt bath is reported. The films were
subsequently annealed in air to induce the migration and/or aggregation of the metal ions. Results of
compositional and optical characterization are given, providing evidence for the successful introduction
of Ag in the films, while the photoluminescence emission is strongly dependent on the annealing con-
ditions. These films could find potential applications as downshifting layers to increase the efficiency of
PV solar cells.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Solar energy has the great advantage of being inextinguishable,
widely available across the planet and relatively cheap. Moreover,
solar energy exploitation produces little or no wastes such as car-
bon dioxide or other chemical pollutants, thus having minimal
environmental impact. For these reasons, strong efforts and
research investments are devoted to improve their efficiency.
Among solar exploitation systems, photovoltaic devices (PV) rely
on the capability of the active material to absorb light and generate
charge carriers, and on the subsequent extraction of these carriers.
However, despite significant progress, the performance of PV cells

is still low, leading to a cost/watt higher than the cost of traditional
energy. For this reason, the evolution to the “next generation” solar
cells is based on the high photoconversion efficiency (PCE) per unit
area, with the theoretical possibility to approach the thermody-
namic limit of 93% [1]. One of the major limitations to the efficiency
of solar cell devices, however, is the mismatch between the spectral
sensitivity of the active material and the solar spectrum, which is
responsible for the loss of a significant part of radiation. Indeed, the
absorption of radiation in photovoltaic solar cells is spectrally
controlled by the bandgap (Eg) of the semiconductor material. For
crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells, this corresponds to 1127 nm
(Eg ¼ 1.1 eV). Radiation with energy lower than the bandgap is not
absorbed because it is not able to generate electron-hole pairs and
it is lost. Radiation with energy higher than the gap is also not
efficient because most of the energy is lost in internal thermaliza-
tion processes or it is absorbed in the superficial region and the
generated charge couples can recombine at surface defect states.
Therefore, a way towards high efficiency devices is to improve the
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match between the solar spectrum and cell's absorption properties
either by adjusting the band gap of the semiconductors to the solar
spectrum, like inmulti-junction cells, or bymodifying the spectrum
of the light that reaches the cell. The latter approach uses lumi-
nescent materials to transfer as much of the solar photon energies
to the region of maximum absorption and efficiency of the device
[2e4], close to the bandgap of the semiconductor. Rare earth (RE)
ions are good luminescent candidates for this task [5,6], due to their
wide variety of electronic levels, and Yb3þ ions are particularly
suited for c-Si solar cells, due to the 2F5/2 / 2F7/2 transition which
gives a NIR emission around 1000 nm. Moreover, co-doping with
other RE ions has beenwidely studied for the possibility to enhance
the Yb3þ efficiency via energy transfer and quantum cutting [7e9]
and nanostructured RE doped glass-ceramics are among the most
promising host materials for optical and photovoltaic applications
[10e14].

In previous studies we used the sol gel method to develop RE
doped silica-hafnia waveguides. In silica-hafnia glass-ceramics the
rare earth ions are embedded in hafnia nanocrystals which have a
cut-off frequency of about 700 cm�1. Therefore the presence of
hafnia nanocrystal produces a strong reduction of the non-radiative
transition process reflected by a lengthening of the measured
emission lifetime. Moreover, the sol gel preparation of silica-hafnia
waveguides is a reliable and flexible system that was already
proven to be suitable for rare earth doping [15,16]. Previous studies
on 70SiO2e30HfO2 downconverting waveguides by Tb3þ-Yb3þ

codoping have already demonstrated to allow transfer efficiencies
up to 55% [17,18]. Unfortunately these systems are still limited by
the small absorption cross section and specific wavelengths of the
RE ions involved, which limit the final performance of the process,
while a strong and broadband conversion would be desirable,
allowing the high efficiency conversion of a much wider part of the
solar spectrum, in particular in the UV region, where the PV effi-
ciency of the solar cell is small. A possible approach towards
broadband and efficient energy conversion is the use of the energy
transfer from semiconductor or metal nanostructures or nano-
crystals to the RE ions. Noteworthy, this is not related to the
exploitation of plasmonic effects [19,20], but rather to an efficient
absorption followed by F€orster energy transfer, which was widely
investigated for Er3þ doped waveguide optical amplifiers [21e26],
but never applied to Tb3þ-Yb3þ codoped glass ceramic waveguides
for PV enhancement, to our knowledge.

In this paper we propose and test a cheap and easy method to
dope with silver atoms glassy systems containing rare-earths, with
the aim of combining the quantum cutting optical properties of
rare-earth doped materials with broadband absorption and emis-
sion properties of silver aggregates such as single ions, dimers,
trimers or small (charged or neutral) multimers [27] (extended
reviews on this kind of structures obtained in silicate glass by Ag
ion-exchange can be found in Refs. [28e36], as well as with
possible energy-transfer mechanisms between metallic particles
and rare earths, often shown in case of particle size less than
1e2 nm [37e39]. We report the synthesis and characterization of
Tb3þ-Yb3þ codoped glass and glass ceramic waveguides, subse-
quently doped with Ag, focusing on the structural and optical
properties of the obtained materials and on their potential appli-
cation for high efficiency PV solar cells.

2. Experimental

Two series of 70SiO2e30HfO2 samples in form of glass (G) or
glasseceramics (GC), depending on the final annealing treatment at
900 �C or 1000 �C, respectively, were activated by different molar
concentrations of terbium and ytterbium ions and prepared by a
solegel route using the dip-coating technique, keeping constant

the ratio [Yb]/[Tb] ¼ 4, following the experimental procedure
described in Ref. [18]. Silicaehafnia films were deposited on
cleaned pure SiO2 substrates and the final films, obtained after 20
dips, were stabilized by a treatment of 5 min in air at 900 �C. As a
result of the procedure, transparent and crack-free films were ob-
tained (TY-G sample). To obtain GC samples, an additional heat
treatment was performed in air at a temperature of 1000 �C for
30 min in order to nucleate hafnia nanocrystals inside the film (TY-
GC sample). 70SiO2e30HfO2 GC planarwaveguides dopedwith rare
earth ions were thus produced. A glass sample with only Tb was
also prepared (T0-G).

To introduce Ag in the Tb/Yb codoped waveguides, a doping was
performed by immersing the samples in a molten salt bath (1 mol%
of AgNO3 in NaNO3) as for the ion exchange in glasses [27,34,40].
The bath temperature was 350 �C, for 1 h of immersion duration. In
order to favour the possible formation of small Ag aggregates,
different annealing in air were performed after the silver doping:
1 h at 380 �C or 1 h at 440 �C. The sample labels, their thickness and
refractive index at 544 nm and 632 nm are reported in Table 1.

Thickness and refractive index (at 544 and 632 nm) of the
waveguides were obtained by a variable angle Woollam V-VASE
spectroscopic ellipsometer. Elemental profiling was done by Sec-
ondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) in ultra-high vacuum con-
ditions at different primary beam intensities (50 nA and 75 nA),
rastering over a nominally 125 � 125 mm2 area. The beam-blanking
mode was used to improve the depth resolution, interrupting the
sputtering process during magnet stabilization periods. The
dependence of the erosion speed on the matrix composition was
experimentally tested by measuring the depth of the erosion crater
at the end of each analysis by means of a Tencor Alpha Step profiler
with a maximum uncertainty of a few nanometers. The measure-
ments were performed in high mass resolution configuration to
avoid mass-interference artefacts. The charge build-up while
profiling the insulating samples was compensated by an electron
gun without any need to cover the surface with a metal film.

Elemental concentration was obtained by Rutherford Backscat-
tering Spectrometry (RBS) at INFN-Legnaro National Laboratories
by using a 2.0 MeV 4Heþ beam (backscattering angle ¼ 160�). The
atoms concentration was calculated by simulating the RBS spectra
with the RUMP code.

Photoluminescence (PL) characterization was done by a Horiba
JobinYvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter in the whole range
UVeVISeNIRwavelengths. The light of a 450WXenon lamp excites
the sample after passing a double-grating CzernyeTurner mono-
chromator to select the desired wavelength. The optical emission of
the sample is analysed by a single grating monochromator coupled
to a suitable detector: a Hamamatsu PMT R928 for measurements
between 185 nm and 900 nm or a PMTR5509-73 for measurements
up to 1700 nm.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Structural investigation

The structural investigation of the glass and glass-ceramic
samples was already reported in Ref. [18], demonstrating the for-
mation of few nanometre sized HfO2 nanocrystals in an amorphous
silica matrix only after 1000 �C annealing treatments (TY-GC se-
ries), while the matrix remains amorphous for 900 �C annealing
(T0-G and TY-G series). As an example of Ag-doped samples, in
Fig. 1 the RBS analysis of the T0-G-A as-doped sample is shown,
with the corresponding simulation curve. The curve is in good
agreement with the nominal composition of the material and at-
tests the presence of a small, but measurable, amount of Ag of the
order of (0.2 ± 0.1) at.%. After annealing, the presence of Ag was
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strongly reduced. For all the glass-ceramic samples Ag was not
detectable at all.

The observed behaviour was confirmed by SIMS analysis. As an

example, the elemental profiles acquired for the T0-G-A sample are
reported in Fig. 2. For each element, the signal is proportional to the
concentration and the integral of the curve is proportional to the
total amount of the specific element. In the figure, the waveguide/
substrate interface is also indicated as a vertical dashed line. The
thicknesses of the waveguides evaluated by SIMS are in agreement
with the ellipsometric measurements reported in Table 1.

The SIMS measurements on the glass samples confirm the
introduction of Ag in the whole waveguide. The mobility of Ag in
the glass is evidenced by SIMS before and after the annealing
treatments. Indeed, after annealing at 380 �C and 440 �C, the Ag
depth profile does not change its shape but the total amount of
silver decreases at the 40% of the starting value, suggesting an out-
diffusion process. A completely different behaviour was found for
glass-ceramic samples (GC), where the Ag signal was not detected.
The mentioned SIMS results are in very good agreement with RBS
measurements. The lacking of silver in GC samples could be ex-
pected considering that the GC samples have a more compact
structure than the glassy ones, therefore reducing or preventing the
in-depth Ag diffusion.

3.2. Optical and photoluminescence analysis

The optical characterization results for the prepared samples in
terms of refractive index and thickness of the waveguides obtained

Table 1
Samples label, synthesis conditions, thickness, and refractive index measured at 544 nm and 632 nm. Thickness and refractive index uncertainties are 5 nm and 0.002,
respectively.

Label sample [Tb] mol% [Yb] mol% Ag doping Annealing T (�C) Thickness (nm) n@544 n@632

T0-G 1 0 e e 705 1.626 1.621
T0-G-A 1 0 ✓ e 665 1.670 1.662
T0-G-B 1 0 ✓ 380 665 1.684 1.675
T0-G-C 1 0 ✓ 440 670 1.666 1.658

TY-G 1 4 e e 710 1.641 1.634
TY-G-A 1 4 ✓ e 695 1.678 1.673
TY-G-B 1 4 ✓ 380 675 1.709 1.703
TY-G-C 1 4 ✓ 440 690 1.700 1.697

TY-GC 1 4 e e 655 1.677 1.672
TY-GC-A 1 4 ✓ e 660 1.676 1.671
TY-GC-B 1 4 ✓ 380 650 1.693 1.689
TY-GC-C 1 4 ✓ 440 655 1.683 1.678

Fig. 1. RBS spectrum of T0-G-A sample and corresponding simulation curve. On the right, the zoomed region points out the presence of a small 0.2 at.% amount of Ag.

Fig. 2. SIMS elemental profiles for the T0-G-A sample, with indication of the wave-
guide/substrate interface (vertical dashed line).
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by ellipsometry are reported in Table 1. The waveguides have a
thickness between 0.6 and 0.7 mm and their refractive index con-
firms what observed by the previous structural analysis. Indeed the
Ag doping process is more effective for the G samples, attested by a
significant stronger increase of the index of refraction, while it has a
relatively small effect on the GC samples, where the index of
refraction is almost unchanged.

Fig. 3 reports the PL emission in the visible region of TY-G and
TY-GC series of samples before and after Ag introduction and
subsequent thermal treatment (by exciting the samples at 377 nm).
The intense emission from 5D4 / 7F5 Tb3þ transition at 543.5 nm
can be clearly detected. Moreover, only for the G samples, a very
intense broadband emission in the violet-blue spectral region ap-
pears as the dominant feature after the Ag doping process, but it is
strongly reduced after the subsequent thermal treatment. In
particular, the band presents two emission peaks centred at 415 nm
and 436 nm (3.0 and 2.8 eV, respectively). In agreement with SIMS,
RBS and ellipsometry measurements, we can reasonably attribute
the appearing of this emission to the effective introduction of Ag in
the matrix. Further luminescence investigation is reported in Fig. 4
by exciting the samples at 280 nm wavelength. It is worth
observing that the spectral emission of the violet-blue band is
almost unchanged, i.e. shape and position remained the same. The
analysis on the GC sample series reports only the spectral emission
features related to 5D4 /

7FJ (J ¼ 2e6) transitions of Tb3þ ions: this
is related to the already evidenced ineffective introduction of silver
in the glass-ceramic matrices.

The PLE spectra for G and GC samples are reported in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6, respectively, for two different emissionwavelengths (450 nm
and 543.5 nm). When the emission at 543.5 nm is observed, the
typical direct excitation peaks of Tb3þ ions are detected. Only for
the TY-G-A sample, a broad excitation band is also present, around
400 nm. This band is much higher and better evidenced by
observing the emission at 450 nm, showing an excitation
maximum at 366 nm (3.4 eV) and a shoulder around 280 nm
(4.4 eV) (Fig. 5).

In principle, photoluminescence excitation and emission spectra
from Ag species can provide information concerning the metal
aggregation process, as mentioned before; at the same time, the
analysis of Tb3þ and Yb3þ emissions can be used to detect the
occurrence of possible sensitization, enhancement and energy
transfer from Ag aggregates to the rare earth ions. The intense
emission in the 400e450 nm range, showed by the TY-G-A sample
(Fig. 3), could be associated to interactions between ions consti-
tuting AgþeAgþ pairs [27,31e34,41e44]. However, by changing the
excitation wavelength we observed an unexpected stability of

shape and position of these bands (Fig. 4), as already mentioned,
suggesting that they could not be completely related to the re-
ported silver structures, whose emissions usually red-shift by
decreasing the excitation wavelength [see for instance: 27,31].
Actually, a very similar emission in the 400e450 nm range was
evidenced in synthetic silica [45], and in particular in sol-gel
derived pure silica [46,47], being related to oxygen-deficiency
centers (ODCs). Moreover, in Ag-doped silica the same emission
was detected much more intense than in pure silica [48], suggest-
ing that the Ag doping of our silica-based waveguides - producing
mainly Ag ions which compete with the other cations for the
available oxygen atoms - probably creates a large number of ODCs
in the glass network as a consequence of the depolymerization of
the structure. In this frame, the ODCs formation related to the silver
atoms entering the matrix suggests that the doping process is the
consequence of a thermal diffusion rather than of an ion exchange.

Due to the very low Ag concentration, we can expect that Ag is
mainly isolated and the presence of multimers could be reasonably
excluded. After annealing, a significant out-diffusion of Ag from the
sample, attested by SIMS, and a general rearrangement of the
matrix as a consequence of the annealing in oxygen-rich atmo-
sphere (air) can explain the disappearance of the PL emission band
mainly related to ODCs.

Fig. 3. Photoluminescence emission spectra for the TY-G (left) and TY-GC (right) samples before and after Ag-exchange and annealing; excitation wavelength is 377 nm.

Fig. 4. Photoluminescence emission spectra for the TY-G (left) and TY-GC (right)
samples before and after Ag-exchange and annealing; excitation wavelength is
280 nm.
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The emission in the 400e450 nm range is widely extended in
the whole near-UV region and could provide a significant contri-
bution for enhancing the efficiency of solar cells, downshifting the
solar spectrum from near-UV to the visible; the combination with
Tb3þ and Yb3þ rare earth ions can further shift the emitted wave-
length to the region of best absorption of the cell. It was not
possible, however, to clearly prove the energy transfer (ET) be-
tween Ag-induced ODCs and rare-earth ions, probably due to the
very low amount of silver introduced: the ET, on the contrary, was
evident in Tb:SiO2 systems for Ag doping as high as 1 mol % [48].

4. Conclusions

This paper reports on the possibility to introduce Ag in 1% Tb3þe
4%Yb3þ doped glass (G) and glass-ceramic (GC) sol-gel silica-hafnia
waveguides by immersion in molten salt bath. The films were
prepared by sol-gel deposition, annealing at 900 �C (G) or 1000 �C
(GC), and subsequent immersion in a molten salt bath containing
1 mol% of silver followed by a final thermal treatment in air at
380 �C or 440 �C. RBS and SIMS analyses showed the successful
introduction of Ag for the G films, but the silver total amount was
limited to approximately 0.2 at.%. Moreover, the following thermal
treatments further reduce the Ag amount at 40% of the starting
value. On the contrary, Ag was not detected in the GC films. PL
analysis of the as-exchanged G sample evidenced a strong broad-
band UV excitation centred at 365 nm and extending up to 420 nm,
responsible for an intense blue emission, which can be reasonably
ascribed to oxygen-deficiency centers induced by the silver

presence and e to a less extent e to AgþeAgþ interactions. This
emission completely disappears after annealing, due to the reduc-
tion of the Ag amount and/or changing of Ag aggregation form, and
was not detected at all in GC samples. Controlling the spectral
features of this band and combining it with absorption and emis-
sion of other rare earths like Tb and Yb could be very interesting for
increasing solar cells efficiency by downshifting UV radiation into
the visible and more. Further work will be focused on increasing
the Ag concentration in the films to better clarify the role of this
element and its interaction with the silica-hafnia matrix and, as a
consequence, with the embedded rare earth ions.
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